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ABSTRACT 
The results of an experimental pro~ram to determine sensible heat 
transfer effects in the Gemini and Apcllo pressure suits are l'eported. 
A 'copper manikin maintained at a CCl1stant surface temperature was used 
and the overall average body surface heat flux and the regional heat flux 
distribution were measured. The environmental variables studIed were 
ventilating air flowrat.e, velocity of the cdr moving over and around the 
outside surface of the suit, and prevailing pressure. In addition, the 
followi ng determinations were made: the heat transfer coefficient between 
the ma.nikin surface and the ventilating air, the overall thermal conductance 
betwee n the ventilating air and the air moving over the outside r;urface of 
the swt, the thermal emissivity of the Gemini suit, and the convection 
coefficient between the outside surface of the Gemini suit and the air moving 
over the outside of the suit. These data may be used for heat balances, 
deterrr.dnation of temperatures, and evaluation of the insulation value of the 
• Sllit and outside air. The insulation value for the air ambient to the Gemini 
suit 'r.'as found to follow a relationship diffe rent from the empirical equation 
for a nude manikin. 
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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
GENERAL 
In any discussion of the suitability of artificial environments for 
man and his proba bie comfort therein one must take into full account the 
physiological mechanisms by means of which n.lan resJW~ds to changes 
in his environment !Fef. 25, 21, 4, 17, 2, 3, 23]. The physiological 
variables that are among the more important for human comiort in .1. 
therl'nal enviromnent are sweat rate, skin surface temperature, and body 
internal ternperature. Only smal! changes can be tole ated i~ the last 
two variables without discomfort . Some latent heat dissipat ~ on by 
evaporation occurs in the process of respiratory water los!:. but. most 
occurs at and on t·'.e surface of the skin due to water deposited n the 
skin surface by sweat glands and by diffusion of water thro\~gL the skin 
from body tissue. The remaining heat energy, sensible heat, is conducted 
or transported by means of blood flow from the ceep body tis5ues In the 
skin where it is transferred to the atrnosphere by either convection or 
radiation heat transfer, or both. 
Man norrnally dissipates heat by a combination of processes 
including fl'ee and forced convection, conduction, radiat i ,,')n and mass 
transfer, or latent heat of evaporation. A heat balance en a body reflects 
these modes of transfer 
~etabolic = ~ork + Qlatent + Qsensible + Qs ~ored (1) 
In Equation 1, Ql t t includes the mass transfer effect a nd Q 'bl a en s~nSl e 
include!.' the convection and radiation effects. Qwork is the u 'seful work 
outpu~; Q t b l' is the energy generated from food-fuel, and Q t d is 
mea 0 IC sore 
the time rate ot energy stored in the form of heat by the body. Heat storage 
in lirnited amounts can be tolerated without physical collapse; however in 
any esser~tially steady-state system Qstorage should be zero. Furthermore 
the heat balance shown by Equation 1 for the steady-state condition should be 
attained at temperature levels consistent with t1:e requirements for physio-
logical corn.:ort, i. e., sweat rate, skin tera perature and internal body 
temperatures within the e:omfort zone. 
I 
--- -~--~~----~~--------------------------------------------------------------~~--
During the course of varied activities man is exposed to a wide 
variety of cunbient conditions as well as considerable variation in n'letabolic 
rate. The body has a nwnber of provieions for thermal control that permit 
adaptation to this wide range of conditions. The body regulatory system 
seeks to maintain the internol temperature :)f the body at a fixed temperature 
which may vary only slightly from individual to individual, usually 'n the 
range 36. 7 .± O. 3 C. The principal thermoregulatory mechanisms available 
for temperature control are: (al control of blood flow to s kin; (b) control of 
sweat production; and (c) control of metabolic rate by shivering. The p.~ow 
of blood to the skin is of major importance, and this action is controlled by 
vasoconstriction or vasodilation of the peripheral blood vessels. Under 
high temperatul"e conditions vasodilation and sweat production occur 
simultaneously. 
The heat diss i pation system subject to thermal control thus involves 
sensible heat; transfer by the radiation and convection modes, and latent 
heat transfer by the convectivE' mass transfer mode. The rate of heat 
trar. sfer by the sensible modes is small and varies with skin teznpcrature. 
Increasing the skin t~mperature by 1 C increases the sensible heat loss 
by approximately 10 watts. Therefore, from a comfortable skin tempera-
ture of 31 C to the upper limit of 36. 7 C the heat loss by convection and 
radiation is increased by only 60 watts. A con8iderably greater range of 
contr 1 is available in the sweat .cooling mechanism. 
Sidn temperature is primarily a function of the thermal environment 
and the heat exchange rates between the body and the environment. Lower 
ambient pressures cause a reduced heat loss and will re s ult in higher- skin 
temperatures. tJ~~der sweating conditions due to the different modes of heat 
transfer, the skin temperature can decr ease while the ambient temperature 
increases . The mechanics of p~at and mass exchange and the nature and 
inf luence of the many controlling variables are well known [ref. 7, 13, 19]. 
It is important to design any environmental system to provide acceptable 
skin temperature. According to Kerslake [17 Ja mean skin temperature of 
33 C is near optimum for re&ting subjects. Mean skin temperatures in excess 
of 34.4 C cause sweating to occur. Mean skin temperatures less than 30 C 
cause increased metabolic rates due to shivering. Within the range between 
sweating and shiver ing there exist the condition s for human comfort. 
In terms of pressure suit design for conditions of variablp, metabolic 
rate, one has the option of a suit design that does or d oes not take advantage 
of the cooling ~~:forded by the evaporation of sweat. In gener al in liquid-
cooled garments essentially no sweating is obtained, while in ventilation-
cooled garments mo st of the cooling is obtained by evaporation of sweat. 
2 
There are hybrid suits using both the liquid cooling and ventilation cooling 
features; however, the ventilation requirements a:re established primarily 
by the need to remove the water that diffuses through the skin from deep 
body tissues [ref. 3]. 
Not only does the body demand c ertain temperature levels for the 
skin surface and for internal temperatures for comfort but also has differing 
requirements for various parts of the body in terms of sweat rate and skin 
temperature. These requirements are shown on Figure I taken from [ref. 3]. 
The importance of the varying requirements of the different parts of the 
body must be understood in the design of pressure suits so the ventilating 
air flow can be properly distributed wher€: it is needed. The data in Figure I 
are for a subject at rest, and will vary with metabolic rate. 
The metabolic rate depends upon several factors including body size, 
activity and internal temperature. Table I gives some typical metabolic 
rates for different activities. Average metabolic rates suggested by tests 
in cabin simulators range from 97 to H2 watts. 
Metabolic rates will probably increase with the use of pressure 
suits as opposed to shirtsletve activity, and may decrease in regions of 
reduced gravity. The various authors are in some disagreement in this 
regard. 
Comfort requirement zones have been e stab!ished on the basis of the 
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air CO:."lditioning Engineers 
Comfort Chart, modified and developed to l)e applicable to the somewhat 
different requirelTlents of space. Certain correlations have been made on 
the basis of simple heat transfer theory which tend to yield limiting operative 
telTiperatures which include both radiation a.nd convection effects [ref. 10 J. 
The problem remains to predict or measure the I-Aeat transfer coefficients in 
the expres sion: 
(2) 
where T is the suit temperature; T 5 is the ,enclosure wall temperature; 
T is th; surrounding fluid temperature; h i s the effective he at transfer 
c~~ffi cient for radiation; h is the heat tra~sfer coefficient for convection. 
c 
Other correlationa [ ref. 25] relate to the latent heat cooling effects. 
Approxim~tely 10% of the evaporative cooH ng comes from respiratory 
exhaust and diffused water from the tissues. Since these ,ffects are not 
regulated, an indicated evaporative cooling rt~quiren1.ent ehould consider 
only that part of evaporative cooling due to true sweating. The difference 
between the metabolic rate and the sensible heat loss f r om the body m.ust 
3 
HEAD 
HIGH SWEAT ~TE 
rt-ll G/HR INSENSIIJL£) 
NECK 
HIGH 9lJAT RATE 
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ARM 
I.DtY SWEAT RATE 
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GROIN 
VARIABLE SWEAT RATE 
WITH INDIVIDUAL 
DIFFICULT TO COOL 
IN SEATED PeSI TION 
THIGHS 
u::w 9NEAT RATE 
(2-4 GIHR INSENSIBLE) 
REGION 
HEAD 
CHEST 
AI!JDONEN 
BKK 
8U110CKS 
THIGHS 
CAL\£S 
FEET 
ARMS 
FOREARMS 
HANDS 
,~--_ TEMPERAYUAE 
(C) 
3 .... 6 
34.6 
34.6 
3,,".6 
34.6 
32 .9 
30.7 
28,5 
.3Z.9 
30.7 
28.5 
J 
BACK 
UNt _EAT RATE 
( 1-2 G/HR INSENSIBLE) 
HIGH SI«V TENPERATURE 
CHEST 
LDN SWEAT RATE 
(1-2 G/HR INSENSIIL£) 
HIGH SI<IN TEMPERATURE;' 
f !~~"'1U.BL£ MTH 
INONIDUAL. INSENSIBLE 
SWEAT RATE RANGES RO.f 10 107 , _~/HR_. ___ .... 
. . -~ AEDOMEAf 
/..ON 9NEA'/ RAn: 
{/-2 G/HR tlV5I.'VSIBLEJ I 
HIGH SKIN lENPCRAJIRE 
'-, 
HAhD 
HIGH 9N£AT RATE AREA 
(6-10 'C¥HR INSENSIBLE) 
DlFF/~T 10 C'CX¥. 
CALVES 
WW SHEAT RATE AREA 
..L------1(1-2 G/HR INSENSIBLE) 
FOOT 
HIGH SWEAT RATE AREA 
.;).-----'1 (4- 7 GIHR INSENSIBl£) 
HIGHEst RATE FOR SOLE. 
I£AT LOS5~ AREA SKIN 
KCAJ..../ftf M2 CO~ag~CE KCAL -HR-C 
4.0 0.201 7.8 
8.2 0.171 18.8 
4.5 0.120 14.7 
12.4 0 .232 2'1, ('I 
8.3 0.131 18.0 
12.0 0 .331 8.6 
14.6 0.201 1I ~ 4 
10.0 0.12 ~.6 
8 .4 0.10 20.0 
8.6 0.08 16.8 
_L6 .0 0 .07 26 ~ 
F igure 1. Regional Cooling Requiren~ents of the HUInan Body 
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TABLE I 
METABOLIC EXPENDITURE FOR TYP~C.:'a..L ACTIVITIES* 
Activity 
------------------
Sleeping 
•. .utting at rest 
Piloting a DC -3 in level flight 
Writing (seated) 
Writing (standing) 
Instrument landing DC-4 
Medium assembly work 
Taxi-ing DC-3 
Sheet metal work 
Driving truck 
Machining 
Repair vehicle 
Slow walking 
Walking 4 lon/hr on firm flat road 
Walking under water 
Walking 5. 3 krn/hr on plowed Held 
Vvalking in 30-46crn snow 
*Taken from Reference [3J. 
5 
Metabolic Ra:~ (w~t~s) 
88 
11 7 
11 7 
126 
141 
1 73 
199 
199 
223 
232 
235 
240 
264 
1 94-334 
210-499 
250 
883 
b e made up by the v porativ e heat losses a s s umin g s teady s tate and no 
heat ~torage . If the e nvironmental d e sign conditions are { valuated w i th 
respect to the maximum evaporative cooH- g c apac i ty and th e evaporative 
cooling requi red is ~ {l the range of 10 -250/0 of maximum, the environrr!ent 
is in a comfortab le range. If o\'.ts ide thi s range, e nvironmental factors 
(ventilating gas temperature ar.d velocity or wall temperature s) must be 
changed to bring the envir' .. ~r.lent into an acceptable comfort state. See 
for example Table II, taken frem Reference ( 25]. 
TABLE II 
EFFECT OF EVAPORATION ON COMFORT 
Pe 1- cent Maxinlum 
-Evapo rative Capacity Comfort L evel 
0 -10 Cold 
10-25 Comfortable 
25-70 Tolerable 
70-100 Hot 
Over 100 Dangerous 
PRESSURE SUITS 
Modern pres sure suits represent an evolution in design from th e 
full-pre Rsur e suits us ing ve ntilating cooling. In aircr a ft ope rat io w he re 
hi gh pressure air is readily ava il a ble in ample suppl y (at least f o r th i s 
purpo s e ) f rom an engine compres sor tap, an ai r cond i t i oning s yc;; te m i s 
prac t ica.! and. the pres sur e d r op t hrough the suit is not ve ry important . 
H oweve r, in spa c e ope rat ion s where the ventil a ting gas must be in a self -
contained sys tem , a nd with the r e sultant hi gh pumping powe r requirenlent , 
the pressure drop in a suit is important. Ventilated suits are typically 
designed accord ing to the schema tic arran gement shown in Figure 2 . The 
v e ntilation flow dlstribution may be as shown in Figure 3 . A range of flow 
rate for the ventilating gas of 0 - 16 kg/hour at inlet telnperatur.es of 7 C n1ay 
be necessary to p rovide the required maximum heat absorption from the 
body withcut xceeding a ''-l outlet ten1p r atLre for the ventilating air of about 
30 C. 
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VEN TfLArlNG 
GA S OU T 
It is of considerable importance to kr.ow with fair precIslon the 
thermal performance of a space sui t or, express d in ano ther way, the 
capability of the space suit to provide a n environnlent within which the 
wearer can perform functions necessary to his assigned tasks with a large 
mea3ure of comfort. In order to learn something of the performance of 
a space suit it is gene.&.'ally necessary to resort to experimental prcgrams 
rath~r thar.. analysis, not because the various modes of energy exchange 
are not understood, because for the most pert they are, but because the 
complicated geometry of a modern space suit makes analytical studies 
s0m.ewhat intractable. Tl~ere are, however, several analytical studies 
that are of direct interest [ref. 1, 20, l2J as well as earlier reported 
experimental efforts [ref. 15, 6J. 
SIMULATED PERFORMANCE 
With an awareness of the difficult if not initially impossible task of 
determining the performance of a space sui in the environment in which it 
is to ope r ate, recourSf:: has heen made to experimental studies in which 
the environment has been simulated in space chambers wherein tempera-
tures, pressure and mGL~S flow of air, and wall temperatures can be car~­
fully contr olled. The astronaut is sirnulated by rnea..llS of a life -sized 
thermal manikin constructed of metal, usually copper. Three ~uch thermal 
manikins are described by H;,.U [nJ, Soper [22J, and Kerslake [18]. A 
more recently cOJ:Qcructed manikin is descr i bed in reference J. 
Both the space charnbe and the copper manikin have the advantage 
chat the several variable can be carefully set and controlled over long 
periods of time, and t }1 _ experL"l1ents are repeatable to a moderate degree 
of accuracy. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRA 1. 
The results Qf the experimental research progrun reported in this 
docwnent are part of a continuing program of investigation of the environ-
mental conditions necessary for the effective operation of man in space. 
For the design of an environ.rnent in a manned space vehicle It is necessary 
to know the requirements 01 a nlan in terms of his metabolic rate, skin 
temperature, internal temperature, c.nd sweating rate. It is furthermore 
ne cessary to be a .... le to establish at will and maintain a comiurtable 
environment for what~ve i: duration necessary. Ability to establish and 
maintain an t.;nviroI"..ment suitable fo r man's comfort and necessary activities 
rests upon a complete Y.nowledge of the energy transfer mechanisms by 
means of which man interacts with his environment. 
9 
'::he purpose of this particular research program is to dete :. miue 
experimentally - .he convective and radiative components of the heat transfer 
between a man i lJ hi s pr essure suit and his en.vironrnent. T h e experL.-nents 
". 
were conducted using a heated, i n strume nted copper manikin inside an 
i nstrumented pressure suit at the E nvironmen tal Test Fac ' lities of the 
Biothermal Branch, Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories, y."r.ight-
Patter&on Air Force Base, Ohio. As such, orily '3ensible heat removal 
was considered. Evaporative cooling effects were not includp.d. Heat 
removal from the surface of the copper manikin was mainly by convection 
and conduction. Heat transfer from the surface of the pressure suit was 
by convection and radiation. The variables con sidered in the program i. -cluded 
suit ventllating flowrate, chamber air veiocity, chamber wCill temperaturt, 
and chamber prestJure. At all times the copper manikin surface temperature 
was held constant at 35 C. 
The results include local and total heat generation rates, effective 
insulation values of the suit and chamber air (i. I'!., heat transfer coefficients), 
the effect of ventilating ~ow and chamber air velocity, and over .1.11 emissivity 
value 5. Both the Gemini and Apollo suits were st-ldi·ed in the experimental 
program, but emissivity values were obtained only for the Gemini suit. 
SECTION IT 
EXPERllvfENTAL PROCEDURE 
MATRIX I - FLIGHT ALTITUDE CHAMBER 
The Matrix I tests were pe rform ed in t h e F light Alti tude Chamber 
(FAC) at t h e Wr ight-Patters on Air Force Base. This facility i s descr ibed 
in detail i n appendix 1. A p ic ture of the copper manikin dressed in the 
Gemin i pressure sui t i n the F A C i s shown in F igure 4. The purpose of the 
black pan e l s see n if' F igure 4 w as to p r ovide a mo re o r l ess uni form wall 
s u r face a nd t o reduc e th e heat trans fer du.e; t o radIati on . The outsid e surface 
of t he . s ui t is in str umented with coppe r- consta nta n the r mocouples. T h e 
c opper m a nikin sur fa ce is a lso instrwnented wit thermoc ouple s a t t h e sam e 
point on t he sur face as the suit therrLo-.: ouple s. The s e thermocouples are on 
the s urface of the v a rious region s of the Inanikin which may be he a ted 
electrically. The copper manikin s urfa,:e i s cove r ed with 3. s et of the r m a l 
underwear . Details of the in strumentation are presented in appendix ll. 
The charnber air in the FAC eTlters at the top of the chamber, flows 
down over the mani'~in and exhausts at thE: oottom of the charnber. The 
temperature of the chamber air is contro'Jed by means of a r! e-xternal he at 
10 
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Figure 4. Instrumented Apollo Pressure Suit on Instrumented 
Copper Manikin 'in Altitude Test Chamber 
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exchanger. Chamber air velocity is mec:.sured by means of a heated sphere 
developed by the Biothermal Branch, Aerospace Medical Research Labora-
tories. The sphere was calibrated at atmospheric pres8ure and a pressure 
correction was made to obtain low pressure chamber air velocity. The 
sphere and its use are discussed in detail in appendix ill . 
The following procedure was followed dw.'ing the testing: 
1. Set the chamber air velocity, pregsure, and temperature to 
the desired values The wall ten.'lperature is not controlled 
and will be essentially the same as the chamber air tempel'a-
ture (i. e., + 1 C). 
2. Set the entilating flowrate and pressure to the desired values. 
The ventilating flow inlet temperature is set at 12. 8 C. 
3. Ad 'ust the voltages appliec to the various heating circuits in 
the nlanikin until the manikin surface temperature reaches 
35C. 
4. As the system approa c hes equilibr-iwn adjust the heat generation 
rate in each circuit to 1101·;1 t.he m.anikin surface temperature 
con!Jtant at 3~' C. 
5. W en the system reaches equilibrium, as determined by steady 
reading of all the thermocouples, with the manikin surface at 
35 C record thermocouple reading on the manikin surface. suit 
surface and chaznber wall. Record the wattage readings (heat 
generation rate) for f>ach heating circuit. 
6. Prepare conditions for next test. 
This procedure was repeated for both the Gemini (G) and Ps.pollo (A) 
pressure suits. The nominal test conditions along with the applicable test 
numbers are shown in Table ITI. 
MATRIX II - F,NVIRONMENTAL TEST FACILIT.Y 
The Matrix II tests were performed in the Environmental Test Facility 
(ETF) of the Biothermal Branch. This facility is subs tantially different 
from the F AC in that automatic control is available on many of the variable s. 
including air temperature and pressure and wall temperature. The test 
conditions for Matrix IT called for a chanlber air temperature equal to the 
suit surface temperature and a constant waIl temperature of 4. 5 C. 
12 
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TABL~ ill 
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS ( aMINAL) 
Matrix I - Gemini (G) and Apollo (A) Pressure Suits 
in Altitude Chamber 
Chamber Ventila tLTlg Air Flowrate . 3, em sec 
. 
Air 
Motion Air Pressure 0 3, 540 
m/sec atm ab~ . 
-
1.0 G 40:r 41 G 44, 45 A 
-
A 
-
0 . 127 
0.34 G 42, 51 G 46, 50 
A 
-
A 
-
1.0 
G I, 2 G 5, 6 
A 4,5,4~,46,48 A 36, 37 
0.38 
0.34 G 3, 4 G 9, 12 A 7:/8,9,47 A 
G 28, 29 G l.0 A 10,11,12 A 
O. 76 
G 30, 31 G 0.34 A 14, 15 A 
1.0 G 15, 17 G A 24, 26 A 
1. 52 
G 16, 18 G 0.~4 A 25, 27 A 
{..l) Total number of experiments = 92 
(b) ',,-entilating fl ow inlet temperature = 12. 8 C 
(c) Manikin surface tempe rature = 35 C 
(d) Chamber air temperature = 4. 5 C 
*Indicates experiment number. 
• j 
38,43,44 
33, 34 
16, 19 
37, 39 
20 1 23 
25, 27 
28, 30 
24, 26 
29 1 31 
7,080 
G 43, 47 
A 
-
G 48, 49 
A 
-
G 13, 14 
A 39,40 
,.. 10, 11 \..J 
A 41,42 
G 32i 35 
A 17, 18 
G 36, 38 
A 21, 22 
G 19,20,2l 
A 32, 34 
G 22, 23 
A 33, 35 
---, .. 
As in the procedure described above under Matrix i, the heat generation 
rate in each heating circuit was adjusted until the man:kin surface was 
steady at 3 .5 C wit the desired conditions of chamber air velocity, chamber 
pressure, ",,,all temperature, ventilating flow and with· the chamber air 
temperature equal to the suit surface temperature. When equilibrium 
conditions were established a cOInplete readout of the data was taken. 
These data allow an ove!"all emissivity of the suit surface to be determined. 
A special test under the Matrix II series was performed to provide 
a cross check on the emissivity value. This test involved establishing 
ec.luilibriUDl conditions with the wall temperat\lre equal to the suit surface 
telnperature and with the cham.ber air temperature lower than the suit 
surface temperature. These data were uep.d to calculate a convective heat 
transfer r;oefficient on the outside surface of the suit. The wall tempe rature 
was then dropped to 4 .. 5 C with all other variables held constant. The 
heat generation rate was readjusted t'l bring the manikin surface to 35 C. 
Since the convective heat transfer oeJficient on the suit surface was unchanged 
(chamber air velocity was constant) it i~ Fos~lible to calculate the emissivity 
from the change in the heat generation rate. The results of this special test 
are reported along WIth the Matrix II re suIts. 
The nominal test conditions for the ~[atrix II series are shown in 
Table IV. Figure 5 shows the instrunlented Gemini pressure suit on the 
inst lunented copper :manikin in the EnviroD:mental Test Facility. Figure 6 
shows the recording equipment used to colle.ct thermocouple readings and 
heat generation data in the Environmental Test Facility. 
As was mentioned earlier, the chamber air velocity was measured 
by means of a heated sphere, which is desc l:- ibed in appendix ill. This sphere 
was placed approxirn.ately 10 cm from the s utit surface at the chest level. 
As would be expected the air velocity is not constant around the suit,.clad 
manikin. To obtain som.e idea of the velocity distribution, the spher~ was 
placed a t four positions a r ound the head, ch·est, and knf!eS and velocity 
readIngs ~"e re takeIL The results are shown in F1gure 7 fOl~ the Flight 
Altitude Chanlbex and Figure 8 for the Enviromner.tal Test :Tacility. As 
shown in Figure 7 . the indicat2d air velocity can vary from O. 56 ml sec to 
2. 2 m ! sec while the sphere indicates O. 56 m./ sec ll\ the Flight Altitude 
Cham.ber. Figure 8, for the Environm.ental Test F CL( ility, .l3hows that the 
air vel ocity varies from 1. 4 m ! sec to 2 . l m/ sec ~lhi.1 f ~ the sphere indication 
is 1. 6 :m/ sec.. The air velociti~s reported later are tho se obtained from the 
heated sphere. It has been asswned that the air vel ocity distr ibution is 
more or less constant from. test to test. 
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TABLE IV 
EXPERIMENTAL CONDIT!ONS (NOMINAL\ 
Matrix II - Gemini Pressure Suit in Environmental 
Test F2~ci1ity 
Chamber Ventilating Air F10wrate cm3/sec 
-
ir Velocity Air Pressure 0 3, 540 
m/sec atm abs. 
1 l~ 2 ., 
o. 76 
0.184 3 
-
1 13, 14 17, 8 
1. 52 --
0.184 15, 4 11, 12 
- -
1 
- -
2. 54 
-
0.184 
- -
"-
(a) Total number of e)cperiments = 18 
(b) Suit pr-essu.re was 51. 7 'rnrn Hg above cham ber pre~sure 
(c) Ventilating flow in:.et temperature = 12. 8C 
7,080 
-
-
5, 6 
9, 10 
16 
18 
(d) Chamber a i r te mp(~rature equal to suit surface temperature 
*!ndicates experiml=nt number. 
II:: 
Figure 5. Instrumented Gemini Pressure Suit on Instrumented 
Copper Manikin in Environm~ntal Test FaCIlity 
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.' ~ ~ gure 6. Data Recording in the EnvironITlent3.1 Test Facility (ETF) 
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Figure 7. Chamber Air Velocity Distribution in the Flight Altitucic C:!: ::",,~p.r 
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SECTION ill 
RESULTS 
The results presented here ar best explained L"'l conjunction with 
Fig-urfo 9, which shows schemati,-ally the heat flow paths in the manikin-suit-
chamber system. As indicated in Figure 9 there are both regional and 
<?verall heat transfer considerations. The ~anikin is instrumented (see 
appendix il) 80 ~t heat generation rate, Q II, and manikin surface 
temperature, TIl, can be measured in each of the regions. For a fixed 
chamber air temperature, velocity, ~nd pressure and a fixed ventilating flow 
rate and inlet temperature the heat generatioc rate . s fixed regionally to 
obtain a manik..-m surface temperature of 35 C. Regional and overall surface 
heat fluxes :!lay then be determined. Re~ional heat flux is calculated by 
dividing the regional heat generation rate by the regional suriace area of 
the ma.cikin and the overall average body surface heat flux is cotained by 
dividing the total heat generation rate (the sum of the regional heat generation 
rates) by the total l'Ilanikin surface area (the swn of the regional manikin 
surface areas). 
MATRIX! - OVER.ALL AVERAGE BODY AND REGIONAL HEAT FLUX -
GEMINI ~~l) APOLLO SUITS 
Fig~e 10 shows the corre~ ted entire body surface heat flux as a 
function of chamber air pressure (altitude), (:hamber air velocity, and 
ventilating air flowrate. These results are for the iollowing conditions: 
Manikin Surface Ternperatur€ T I , = 35C 
Ventilating Air Inlet Temperature, T VI' = 
Chamber Air Temperatw:..e, T 4' = 4.5 C 
12. Be 
The experim.ental conditions p _ evailing when the data were recorded 
deviated slightly from the above conditions and the results were, therefore, 
corrected as discussed in app~ndix IV. 
As a!l be seen irom Figure 10, the results from the Gemini and Ar>0llo 
suits are quite similar. The Apollo suit is better able to dis sipate sensible 
heat th3.n is the Gemini suit under all conditions except those of no ve~dlating 
flow and a chamber pressure of C. 34 atrn abs. Both increased chamber air 
velocity and incL"eased ventilating flow cause the heat dissipation rate to 
increase as would be expected, but the effect of ventilating air flowrate is 
generally more pronounced than that of chamber air velociLy. The surface 
heat flux for a sitting man is also shown on Figure 10 and i s app roximatf!ly 
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60 kcal/m2 -hr. This assumes that the entire metabolic rate of 117 watts 
(see Table I) is dissipated as sensible heat and that the body surface area 
is 1. 676 m 2 . The maximum surface heat flux obtained with the Gemini 
suit was 172 kcall m 2 -hr, a factor of almost 3 greater than the sitting at 
rest heat flux. This flux was obtai1".:;d at the maximum ventilating air flow-
rate of 7, 080 cm3 I sec and maximum chamber air velocity of 1. 52 ml sec. 
Figures 11 to 14 show the regional heat flux distribution for the head, 
trunk, arms, legs, har .. ds, and feet for the Apollo and Gemini suits. These 
data have not been corrected to a common set of conditions since the 
regional ventilating flow and temperature were not known. Appendix IV 
indicates that such knowledge is necessary to correct the dat;-. A wide 
variation in the value of the heat flux is apparent froIn Figures 11 to 14. 
For the Ap01lo suit the maximum flux varies from 332 kcal/m2-hr for the 
head to 132 kc al/m2 -hr for the legs e The flux for the Apollo suit decreases 
in the following order: head, hands, feet, trunk, arms, legs. The trunk 
(which is the largest region) maximum heat flux is 165 kcal/m2-hr compared 
with a maxizl1un~ overall average body heat flux of 172 kcal/m2 -hr. Based on 
sensible heat transfer considerations alone, these results indicate that the 
head, hands, and feet would be the coolest regions, while the arms and legs 
would be the warmest. 
Figures 13 and 14 show the regional heat flux distribution for the 
Gemini suit. The maximum regional heat flux decreases in the following 
order: feet, hands, he ad, legs, arms, trunk. The ·maximWTl trunk heat 
flux i s 105 kcal/m2 -hr compared with the maxirnum overall average body 
flux of 150 kcal/m2 -hr. The maximum regional flux is 324 kcal/rn2 -hr lor 
the hands and fe~t. 
Figure 15 shows the ratio of the local to the overall averC':Lge body 
surface heat flux for cO:rlditions of maximum ventilating flowrate 
(7, 080 crn3 I sec), a pressure of 1 atm. abs. and a chamber air velocity 
of 1. 52 ml sec. This figure shows that the surface heat flux distrioution 
for the Gemini and Apullo suits are similar. Note that for both tilLits the 
flux is higher t~an average for the head, hands, and feet and lower than 
average for the trunk, arms and legs. 
Figures 16 to 19 show the corrected overall average body surface 
heat flux as a function of chamb~r air velocity, ventilating flowrate and 
pressure for the Apollo_and Gemini suits. These curves were used to 
generate Figure 10 and are shown here to illustrate the consistency of the 
experimental data. The data are generally within + 50/0 of the curves and 
in no case is the deviation greater than 80/0. The quality of the experimental 
data is considered to be quite acceptable for the purposes of this project. 
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Figures 20 and 21 show the increase in overall average body surface 
heat flux due to ventilating flow. These figures are cross plote of the 
information in Figures 16 to 19 and show that the flux increase due to venti-
lating flow is essentially independent of charrlber air velocity. This 
inde~endence can be seen in Figures 16 to 19 in that the vertical distac.ce 
separating the curves through the experimental data is inde",endent of chamber 
air velocity. They further show that ventilating flow has a more pronounced 
effect on heat flux in the Apollo than in the _Gemini suit. 
Another way of presenting the information contained in Figures 16 to 
19 is shown in Figures 22 to 25, in which the ratio of the ventilated flow 
heat flux to the non-ventilated h£at flux is plotted as a function of chamber 
air velocity. These results show that, on a percentage increase basis, 
ventilating flow is less effective at higher chamber ai_r velocities and less 
effective at lower pressures. These results follow from Figures 16 to 19 
since, although the vertical distance separating the CUl'ves is constant, the 
magnitude of the flux increases with both chamber air velocity and pressure. 
MATRIX I - HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS - MANIKIN' SURFACE TO 
VENTILATING AIR - GEMINI AND APOLLO SUITS 
The heat transfer coefficient between the manikin surface and the 
ventilating air is sr..own schematically in Figure 9. This coefficient has a 
conduction component (from the· underwear) an-J a convection component 
(from tbe surface of thE: underwear to the ventilating air). It is not 
posdible to determine local values of the convection coefficient since the 
fi '':>w and temperature distributions of the ventilating air in thoa pressure 
suit are unknown. The experimentally mea.aured variables are the inlet 
ventilating flowrate and the inlet and outlet ventilating flow temperab.U"es. 
Due to the unknown and. no doubt, complex flow and temperature distribution 
of the ventilating fiow. the overall heat transfex coefficient, hi' is defined 
in terms of the arithmetic average of" the ventilating flow temperahtre. 
°1 hI = 
Al(TI - TV) (3) 
TVI + TVZ 
TV = Z (4) 
This heat transfer coefficient is an overall average value and the assumption 
that the heat flux is uniforrrJ is implicit in the definition. The overall 
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coefficient, hI' is related to the thet"mal conductivity of the underwear, 
k , and the convection coefficient, h , by the expression 
u u 
I 
= \. . 
.. 
.1 
1 
h 
u 
+ (5) 
The insulation value of the under\vear is reported by the Bioth~rmal 
Branch, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, to be 0.:; clo (0. 054 hr-mZ-dkcal~ 
~he overall coefficient hi can be calculated dire cUy from the experimental 
data and the convection coefficient. h , e an be obtained from 
1 
h 
u 
= 
1 
u 
0.054 (6) 
The convective heat transfer coefficient could also be calculated 
using he assumption of constant ve .~tilating flowrate in a duct which i~ 
heated on one side and cooled on the other. Such an approach yields a 
somewhat different value f<lr hI" The analysis and a satnple calculation 
using this approach are given in appendix V. It is felt that the assumptions 
involved in the arithmetic average temperature procedure are as good as 
those involved in the technique of appendix V and arithrneti~ mean values 
will, therefore. be re",orted. 
Tables V and VI show values of the overall heat transfer coefficient, 
hI' and the convection coefficient, h • as a function of ventilating flow 
and pressure for the Gemini and Apol\.o suits. As would be expected, 
increasing the ventilating flow increases the value of the coefficient and 
decreasing the pressure decreases the value of the coefficient. The con-
vective heat transfer coefficient is somev{hat higher in the Apollo suit 
than the Gemini suit under ';he same conditions, indicating that the velocity 
of the ventilating flow is higher in the Apollo suit. The va~ues of the 
convective cG'!fficient for the Gemini suit reported in Table V are considerably 
higher than would be calculated from the correlation presented in reference 3, 
pp. 3-·14. 
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TABLE V 
OVERALL (h l ) AND CONVECTIVE (~)- HEAT TRANSF ER 
BETWEEN COPPER M.\.NIYT.N SURFACE AND VENTILATING 
Am. AS A FUNCTION OF VENT~ATING FLOW AND PRESSURE 
FOR THE GEMINI PRESSURl~ ~IT 
Heat Transfer Ventilating Flow, cm3/sec 
Pressure Coefficient 
atrn abs. kcal/m.2-hr-C 3,540 7)080 
0.34 
1.0 
hI 5.2 ± O. 3 6.4 + O. 5 
h 7. 1 .± O. 6 9. 5 + 1. 1 
u 
hI 6.4 ± 0.4 7. 9 + O. 6 
h 9. 5 i 0.9 13.2 + 1. 7 
u 
Note: Each value of the heat transfer coefficient is an 
average of values fl:om. eight tests. 
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-
o:r ABLI!; VI 
OVERALL ~d -. ) AND CONVECT ':" /E {h l HEAT TRANSFER 
~lETWEEN COPPER MANIKIN 5UlU"l'CE .A~n VENTILATING 
AIR A: A FUNCTION OF VENTILATING FLOW AND PRESSURE 
FOR THE Af'0LLO PR~SSURE SUIT 
I -r-Heat Transfer cm3/sec Venti1ati!1~ Flow, 
Pressure .- ff"· t '-- :~ lClen , -
") 
aun abs. kcal/mw-hl'-C .3,540 7,080 
-
r 
0.34 
1. 0 
- - I +0.4 
hl 6. 0 -0. 7 7. 3 + O. 3 
- f 8. 6 +0.9 h 11.6 + 0.7 
u -1 3 
hI 7.7±0.2 9 7 + O. 2 
. - O. 1 
h l~. 7 ±O. 5 19.2 + 0.8 
u 
Note: Each vah.L-~ of the heat transfer coefficier.t is an 
average of values from six tests.-
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MATRIX I - THERMAL CONDUCTANCE - VENTILATING AIR TO 
CHAMBER AIR - GEMINI AND APOLLO SUITS 
The thermal conduc.tance between the ventilating air and the chamber 
is shown as Uz in appendix IV and, l"eferring to Figure 9, includes the 
convection coefficient between the ventilating air and inside suit surface, 
the suit thermal conductivity and the convection and radiation coefficient 
between the outside suit surface and the chamber air and walls. The 
values reported are overall averages based on the arithmetic mean venti-
lating flow temperature. 
The expression for Uz is 
I 
U 7-. 
= --- + 
1 
+ (7) 
The coefficient between the outside suit surface and the chamber air can 
be determined from the experimental data and is discussed on page 49. 
No experimental data were obtained wh~ch would allo\v hZ or tsi ks to be 
evaluated, and for this reason au ov~rall thermal conductance, Uz is 
reported. This thermal conducta.nce is based on the outside suit surface 
area, which was assumea to be Z. 3Z m Z (manikin surface area is 1. 67 mZ) 
and was calculated from 
= (8) 
The he"at loss ~o the ventilating flow may be calculated from the experimental 
data and 
:. (9) 
The overall average thermal conductance. UZ' is show-:'! in Figures 
Z6 to Z9 tor the Gemi. ·i ~ and Apollo suits. As would be expected. the value 
of Uz increases as the cha'mber air velocity jncreases, reflecting the increase in the outside surface conv~ction coefficient with air velocity. 
The thermal condu~tance is also larger at the higher ventilating flowrates. 
l~eflecting the higher inside suit convection coefficient. Figures 26 to 29 
also show that the therm&l conductance dect"eases with decreasing pressure. 
This effect is to be expected in light of the effect of pr (; ~sure on Reynolds 
number. The experimental data shown on Figure Z9 do not follow the sanH" 
trends as shown in Figures Z6 t\) 28. It is felt that the trends exhibited by 
the thermal conductance in Figures Z6 to Z8 are correct and that the results 
in Figure 29 are attributable to anomalous experimental data rather than to 
any trend of the conductance. 
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l..tATRIX I - INSULATION VALUE (Iel) OF THE GFlt.fINI AND APOLLO 
PRESSURE SUITS 
The insulation value of the press'.lre suits can ~ Ie calculated from 
a knowledge of the total heat generated and the suit su:rface temperature 
when there ia no ventilating flow. Included in this insulation value is 
the resistance to heat transfer of the underwea.r, of the air space between 
the underwear and the inside surface of the suit, and of the pressure suit . 
itself. The relationship used to obtain leI is 
= 
1 
~ (clo l:llits} 
.18 n4 (10) 
where h4 is the average heat transfer coefficient between the copper 
- manikin surface and the suit surface expressed in kcal/hr-mZ-C. The 
definition (Jf h4 is 
= (11) 
Applying this relationship to the various regions of the copper manikin 
yields 
= 
1 p:;-
But. referring to Figure 9, 
Therefore. 
1 
= 
-A 
(1Z) 
(13) 
(14) 
Q .• T 1 i. and T 3 i are part of the experimental data. The summation is ta~en over all regions of the manikin. The value of A may be taken as 
the manikin surface area or the suit eurface area depending upon which area 
the lei is to be based . 
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The value of I 1 for both the Gemini and Apollo suits was found 
to be 1. 7 clo ± O. 2. C Th'is clo value is based on the manikin surface 
area. Correcting the value of lIto the outside suit surface area causes 
it to increase to Z. 4 clo ± O. 3. C 
MATRIX I - CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT - SUIT 
SURFACE TO CHAlvtBER AIR - INSULATING VALUE (I ) 
OF CHAMBER Am. - GEMINI AND APOLLO SUITS a 
As discussed earlier, heat is transferred from the tturface of the 
pressurt: sent by convec-t~nn and radiation. While there is some heat 
transfer by condu("~ion, it id nQrmally negligiblt=. The heat flux from the 
suit surface (see Figure 9) is 
(15) 
In this equatior. the first term represents the convection heat flux and 
the second the radiation heat flux. In the special case where the wall 
temperature, T 5' is equal to the air temperature, T 4' and where 
(T 3 -T 4) < < T 4 th.is equation may be written as 
3 C:P? = [h3 + 4€o T4 J (T 3-T 4) (16) 
.1 
The insulatio.l value of the air, I , discussed by Gagge [ 9], Burton [4J, 
and Newburgh [21 J, is defined inaterms of the effective heat transfer 
coefficient in the above equation. That is, 
I 
a 
= 
I (cio units) (17) 
where h3 is in kcal/hr _m.2 -C and (J is Boltzmann's constant. This equation 
is similar to that presented by Burton and Edholm {see reference 5, p. 50), 
which reads 
I 
a 
= 
1 
(18) 
where T is the air temperature in K, V is the air velocity in m/ sec and P* 
is the density of air at standard conditions. The number O. 61 in equa.tion 
follows from the (0. 18) 4 €(J term in equation 17 if it is assumed that the 
emissivity, E:, is O. 65. The number O. 61 should only be used in equation 18 
when E: = 0.65. For exalnple, the E: of the Gemini suit is O. 5 and the 
constant is 0.47 instead of O. 61. The velocity term in equation 18 
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accounts for the convective heat transfer coefficient and implies that 
this coeflicient varies as the square root of the Reynolds number (DpV/~. 
- Equation 18 was obtained fl!om the experimental data of Wir.slow [24] 
obtained at the Pierce Laboratory at Yale and has been verified recently 
by the Biothermal Branch. The uata, however, were taken on a darkened 
nude manikin with a relatively smooth surface. There is no reason to 
believe that the same Reynolds numbp.r dependence will be obtained when 
the manikin is dressed in a pressure suit. l"hp. l"adiation component of 
I would not ~~ correct either unless the emissivity of the suit happened 
tg be O. -65. To illustrate this point I was calculat~d fro~n the experimental 
data of the Matrix I Apollo tests. In 'ill the Matrix I tests the walls were 
at essentially the same temperature as the air and (T 3 -T 4) was much less 
that T 4 so the a-ssumptions made in deriving equation 16 were valid. The 
I was calculated by dividing the area weighted temperature difference ~tween the suit surface and the air by the total heat transferred through 
the suit and putting the result in the proper units. The results are shown 
in Figures 30 and 31, upon which were also plotted equation 18. As can 
be seen, the experimental data lie considerably below the equation. 
This undoubtedly is due to the facts that the emissivity of the Apollo suit 
-is not O. 65~ that the convection coefficient is not dependent on the square 
root of the Reynolds number, and that the constant in the convective heat 
transfer coefficient term is not 1. 9. The experimental data on the Apollo 
suit are not sufficient to determine these constants (i. e. J the emissivity 
of the Apollo suit is not known). 
It is possible to determine the correct equation for the Gernini suit 
since the emissivity of this suit ·97as determined {see page 55}. Th-;--
procedure employed was to calculate the radiation heat los s from the 
Gemini suit and subtract it from the total he_at transferred through the 
suit. The remainder was the heat transferred by convection. The con-
vective coefficient was therefore available as a function of the chanlber 
air velocity. A log-log plot of these data allowed the v(;locity dependence 
and the constant to be determined. These log-log plots are shown in 
Figures 32 and 33. The slope of the linee are O. 625, indicating that the 
convective coefficient varies as the 0.625 power of the Reynolds number. 
The constants in the convective term are. 4. 21 for 1 atrn abs and 2.16 for 
0.34 atm abs. Since the chamber air temperature was the samEI' !4, 5 C) 
for both Jiressures it is expected that the effect of pressure will be rna.inly 
in the density which appears in the Reynolds number. The constants 
should then be related by the O. 625 power of the pressure. Since 
4.27 ( . 34 ) . 625 = 2.18 1 
and the calculated (from the log-log plot) value was 2. 16 it may be concluded 
that convective heat transfer coefficient do~s in fact vary as the O. 625 
power of the Reynolds number. The emi&sivity of the Gemini suit (from 
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page ~) is taken to be O. 5 which causes the radiation constant in the 
equation for IA to become 0.47. The equation for IA for the Gemini suit 
is, therefore, 
I 
= 
which i~ substantially diHerent from that which would be obtained from 
referencf' 5 • 
MATRL~ II - THERMAL EMISSIVITY - SUIT SURFACE .TO CHAMBER 
WALLS - GEMINI SUIT 
The purpose of these tests was to deteormine experimentally the 
o ~erall thermal emissivity of the Gemini pressure suit. The normal test 
conditions arfl! shown in Table IV, and, in these tests, the pressure inside 
the suit W~. held 0.068 atm (1 psi) higher than the chamber air pressure . 
A furthe=- requirem~nt was that the chamber air temperature be held 
equal to the suit surf;).ce temperature. 
Assuming that the wall surface area is large relative to the suit 
surface area, the expression relating the radiation heat flux to the suit 
surface and wall tem.peratw-lres is 
cp = o€[T 4_T 4] 
~ 3 5 (20) 
where iP. is the radiation heat flux, a is Boltzmann's constant, € is the 
r 
thermal emissivity, and T 3 and T are the suit surface and wall tempera-
tures, respectively. The amount ~t"heat transferred by radiation, Q , IS 
r 
The th~rmal emissivity, c, is calculated from 
€ = 4 4 
a A3 [T3 - TS ] 
(2 I) 
The heat transferred by radiation, Q , is obtained from the 
experimer,tal data by subtracting from Q, , me total heat generated, the 
he4t loss to the ventilating flow and the h~at transfer by convection to the 
chamber air. The heat 108s to the ventilating flow may be cal ulated irotn 
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the experimental d.sta and an energy balance on the ,,·entilating flow. The 
heat 10 •• by cOlivection to the chaIllber air is dependent on the value of 
the convective heat transfer coefficient and the temperature difference 
between the suit surface and the chan'lber air. The convective heat transfer 
coefficient was determined in the special tests to be 12.9 kcal/m2 .hr-C. 
Th~8 number was assumed to apply for all the Matrix II te sts and was 
multiplied by the a£"ca weighted temperature difference between the suit 
surface and chamber air to obtain the convection heat loss. 
Special tests were performed in order to cross check the 
emissiv.ity v,.!ues as well as to obtain a value for the convective heat 
transfer coefficient between the suit surface and the chamber air. These 
teats werp. performed in the following manner: 
a) The chamber conditions (air velocity and pressure) were set and 
the wall temperature was adjusted until it was equal to the suit 
surface temperature. 
b) The chamber air tempera _ °e was set at a value lower than the 
suit surface. All the heat transferred under these conditions 
was by convection and the convection coefficient was calculated. 
c) The wall temperature was now lowered and the air temperature 
was set equal to the suit surface temperature. All the heat 
transferred under these conditions was by radiation and a thermal 
en'lissivity was calculated. 
- - - --.. 
Such a procedure would be unnecessary if the chamber air ,temperature 
could be set precisely equal to the suit surface temperature. In general. 
however. the area weighted tenlperature diff~r~nce between tl ... ? suit-surface 
and the chamber air was not zero ar..d a c.onvection correction W :.lS made. 
Sample calculations for the Matrix II tests are presented in appendix VI. 
The average of the emissivity. €. from the 18 tests of Matrix II is 
€ = 0.5 AVe 
Of the 18 calculated values of €. one value was below 0.4 (it was O. 386), 
12 values were between 0.40 and 0.49, and 5 values were between O. 62 and 
O. 69. The high emissivity values (0. 62 to O. 69) were obtained under test 
conditions of reduced pres:!'---tre anrl with ventilating flow. The spread in 
these values is attributed to the fact that the heat generation and suit 
surface temperature distribution varied from teet to test. In addition, the 
wall temperature distribution was not the same for all tests. In general. 
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it is felt that a value of thermal entissivity of O. 5 is a suitable overall 
average ':0 use in gross heat transfer calculations. More precise calcula-
tions would have to account for the fact that the emissivity will vary from 
point to point on the suit surface due to straps, tubes, etc. The overall 
value of O. 5 is in fair agreement with the value of O. 5,(, presented in 
reference J. 
SECTION IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The overall average body surface heat flux and t4e surface hea.t 
flux distribution has been determined for a copper manikin whoae surface 
temperature was held constant at 35 C and which was clothed in both the 
Geminj and Apollo pressure suits. The enviromnental variables conoidered 
were ventilating air £lowrate (varied from 0 to 7,080 cm3/sec), velocity 
of the air moving over and around the outside of the suit (vari~ from O. 13 
to Z. 54 m/sec) and pressure (1 abn abs. and O. 34 abn a:bs.). The results 
are siInilar for the two pressure suiu although the ~ec!llo suit was, in 
general, better able to dissipate heat than the Gernini_ suit. The heat fluxes 
obtained in the Apollo suit varied from 1.3 to Z. 9 tiD-£es that which would 
exist for a sitting m~ if his entire metabolic rate v,ere dissipated as 
sensible heat. In the Gemjni suit the ·variation w;ts fron"} 1. -4 to Z. 5. The 
main mechanisms for heat transfer from the mar..ikin. were convection 
and conduction (i. e •• sensible !Dodes). For a buman being the evaporative 
modes of heat transfe.r are im.portant and for this reason a man could 
dissipate more heat than thp above cited figures indicate. The rnetabolic 
rate for a man working may be 6 to 10 times higher than the at-rest rate. 
The results reported indicate tha.t it would be im.possible to remove all 
this heat by sensible heat tran.afer modes alone (under the c cmditiona of 
ventilating flow. air velocity. and pressure studied here). The evaporative 
m.ode of heat transfer. therefore. would have to be employe~ to a rather 
lar ge extent. 
The heat flux distribution shows that the highest fluxes exist in the 
regions of the head. bands. aoo ieet for both the Apollo and Gemini suits. 
Based. on sensible heat transfer considerations alone, therefore. these 
regions would be the coolest. ~he trunk. arms. and legs have the lowest 
fluxes and would be the warmest. 
The heat transfe1 coefficient oetween the copper manikin surface and 
the v(..ntilating ajr was calculated. and was found to very from 5. Z to 7. 9 
kcal/mZ-hr-C for the Gemini suit and from 6.0 to 9. 7 kcal/mZ-hr-C for the 
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Apollo suit. These coeHicients may be used to nlake heat balances and to 
determine various temperatures when the environmental conditions lie in 
the range considered here. The results rould further serve as a basis 
for extrapolation to conditions outside the range studied experimentally. 
The overall average emissivity of the Gemini suit was determined 
to be 0.5. This value for the emissivity may be used in performing gross 
radiation heat transfp-t" calculations for the Gemini suit. 
The convective heat transfer coefficient between the outside suit 
surface and the air flowing over the outside suit surface was determined 
for the Gemini auit. This coefficient is sometimes included in the 
"insulating power of the air". or I • whicn is expressed in clo units. 
The I • as described in the litera~e. is a constant divided by le aum 
of thea radiation and convection heat transfer coefficients. An empirical 
equation. obtained from nude manikin experiments, is available ;vhich 
includes the radiation ierm as well as a term which accounts f"r the effect 
of pressure and velocity on the convective coefficient. It was found that 
this empirical equation did not fit the experimental data for either the 
Apollo or GerniJii suits. Since the value of the emissivity wa.s available 
for the Gemini auit it was possible to separate the radiation aId! convection 
components and to detennine the Reynolds number dependence of the c ·'~­
vection coefficient. A new equation was constructed for I for the Gemini 
suit which fits the observed data. It is concluded that the anude manikin I 
equation does not necessarily apply to pressure suits. This is not 
surprising in view of the completely diberent surface conditions of the 
suit relative to those ':)f the r.ude Dlanikin. 
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APPENDIX r 
FACD..,ITY DESCRIPTION 
The Matrix I te~t8 were conducted in the Altitude Test ChaInber 
(ATC) located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (Figure ~). A 
schematic diagrcun of the ail" flow thri>ugh the chamber is shown in 
Figure 34. 
The velocity of the circulating air was varied by changing the speed 
of a large air fan. The air passed over a set of conditioning coils so the 
air temperature could be controlled. In the Matrix I tests it was not 
possible to control independently the temperature of the chamber walls. 
Thus. the wall temperature was dependent upon the temperature of the 
circulating chamber air. 
By adding various deflecting surfaces and small air fans it was 
possible to (..ontrol the flow distribution in the chamber. Since the convective 
heat transfer coefficient is directly dependent upon air velocity. an attempt 
was made to Jllaintain an even flow distributio~ in the chamber. A 
characteristic flow distribution is shown in Figure 7. 
The facility also includes vacuum pumps so that the pressure in the 
chamber could be reduced and. maintained at some pressTlre less than 
atmo&pheric. The flow distribution was assumed to be the same at reduced 
pressure as it was at atm.osph£ric pressure. At both atmospheric and 
reduced pressure the chamber air velocity was measured using a small 
copper sphere (see appendix ill). 
To better fix the radiation component of the heat transfer. the 
manikin was sUTrounded by large metal plates that had been painted black 
on the sur~ace facing the manikin. Thus. the suit was. in effect, radiating 
to a black body (€ = 1. 0). 
The Matrix IT tests were conducted in the Environmental Test 
Chcunber (ETC) also located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (Figure 5). 
A schematic diagram of the flow through the chamber is shown in Figure 35. 
The ETC was similar to the ATC except that it was larger, more 
variables could be controlled, and the air flow was horizontal in!:ltead of 
vertical. In the ETC both the air temperature and wall temperature could 
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be controlled independently. The wall temperature was controlled by 
pumping a ~rine solution through coils built into the chamber walla. 
The air temperature was controlled by pa.sing the air over a set of 
conditioning coils. 
In the Matrix n tests it was difficult *'.0 determine the actual air 
velocity since the sphere was in the wake 01 the manikin. Therefore the 
a.ir velocity was taken as the indicated air ~ relocity aeterrrlined by the 
apeed of the fan. No attempt W~8 made to esta.i.lish an ev,~n flow distribution 
-through the chamber. Since the Matrl..: n tests were conducted with the air 
temperature approximately equal to the .&lit surface temperature, the air 
velocity and distribution were not imporf.ant variables. 
The ETC was large relative to the suit and it was assumed that the 
emi8sivity of the chamber walls-was le,w. Under these conditions the wall 
eHect in the radiation calculations car_ be neglected. 
In both the Manix I and Matr~x II tests the suit ventilating air was 
supplied from an air conditioning un-Lt. This unit was so designed that it 
was possible to accurately control tile temperature, pressure, humidity, 
and flowr~te of the ventilating air. This unit was not a permanent part 
of either the ATC or ETC. 
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APPENDIX n 
INSTR UMENT A TION 
In order to obtain the experimental data required for this program 
it was neC4!8Sary to use an extensive amount of accurate and reliable 
instrumentation. The instrumentation in the two series of tests (Matrix I 
and Matrix n) were very nearly the same. although there were some 
differences between the two test facilities in the accuracy and ease of 
control of some of the test variables. The instrumentation used to record 
the data was the same for both series of tests. 
The most complex and important instrument used was the therlnal 
manikin. Since the manikin was used to simulate a human being. accurate 
control and measurement of surface temperature and input power was of 
primary im})ortance. The manikin was divided into 15 distinct areas. 
Each area contained resistance coils, and the power input to each region 
could be controlled independent17 (through the imposed voltage) from a 
remote control panel. The power to each area was obtained by switching a 
wattmeter into the circuit. The values were then read and recorded by the 
operator. The surface temperature of the manikin was measured by a 
series of 32 thermocouples. The thermocouples were accurate to ± o. 6 C. 
The readinge froln the thermocouples were recorded on a multipoint 
continuous recorder. 
To determine the nature of the heat transfer from the manikin, it 
was also necessary to know the outside SQit surfa.ce temperature, the suit 
ventilating air temper-ature, the chamber air temperature, and the chamber 
wall temperature. The suit surface temperature was measured by a series 
of 32 thermocouples attached to the outside suit surface so that each thermo-
couple was directly above a corresponding thermocouple on the manikin 
surface. The inlet and outlet ventilating air tp,mperature was measured by 
a series of 3 or 5 thermocouples at various positions around the chamber 
interior.. The chamber wail temperature was measured by a series of 6 
thermocouples attached at various positions to the chamber walls. All 
thermocouples were referenced to an ice-water bath. The output of these 
thermocouples was also recorded on continuous multipoint recorders. 
Approximately one-half of the tests were run under reduced pressure 
conditions. Thus it was necessary to control and measure the pressure in 
the pressure suit and chamber. The suit pressure was measured by means 
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of a gage -at the ve:aiiiating air iulet to the suit. The chamber pre •• ure 
waa meaaured uaing . - mercur', manometer-that was permanently aHa( bed 
to the teat facility. 
Th~ !- ;~t diasip&ced from the manikin was very dependent upon the 
no. rate of the ve~tiJ.ating air. This flow rate was deterlriined by 
~ me~.uring me prrt •• ure drop aero •• a sharp edged orifice. Thr. velocity 
-~ of th~ chamber ail' was measured using a calibrated copper sphere. 
- (-See appendix m. ) 
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APPEND!X m 
CHAMBER AIR. VI':LOCITY -SEATED SPHERE 
For a proper analysis of the experilnental data it is necessary to 
know the veloci ty of the air in the environmental chamber. This velocity 
was measured by correlating the cooling time of a silv.ered copper sphere 
to the cbanlber air velocity. This was done by means lof a calibration 
curve furnished by Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories (A.\(RL). 
Since the calibration curve was c,btained at normal roOln temperature and 
pressure it is necessary to make corrections when operating at different 
temperatures and/or pressures. 
The correction of the AMRL calibration curve can be made using the 
eCluations and curve given in Reference 7, pages 285-290. This curve can 
be approximated to within ± l~ over a range of Reynolds number from 0.1 
to 2 x 105 by the equation 
Nu = = Z + O. 459 (Re)O. 55 (Pr)I/3 (2Z) 
The Reynolds number for the air during the series of tests ranged between 
1 x 103 and I x 105 and the above approximation is therefore valid. 
This equation can then be Bolved for h in terms of the chamber air 
. s 
velOCIty. 
Zk k ( )1/3 (VIlI)p 1 O. 55 h = + O. 459 - Pr J 
s D D (23) 
By assuming Pr, k, aPd I..l to be constant, this equation will r~duce to 
h = B + B (Vp) O. 55 
s I Z (Z4) 
where 
B 
Zk 
= D" I (Z5) 
B Z 0.4S? 
k (Pr)I/3 ( ~ ) O. 55 = D (Z6) 
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Thus at ch~!!~:- pressure = 1 abn abs 
h = B + B (V P ) 0. 55 
• I Z 1 1 (27) 
and at ehantber pressure = O. 34 abn abs 
h - B + B (V P )0. 55 
s - 1 2 2 2 (28) 
From the exper~mental cooling curves it was found that 
( ) (_1) h = constant 
s tc (29) 
Therefore 
h 
s 
= 
c.r "st. 
tCI 
= B +B (V P ) O. 55 - = 1 Z I 1 
const. 
tC2 
= B +B (V P ) O. 55 
I Z Z 2 
which may be rewritten as 
(31) 
Assuming an ideal gas (i. e. , p:;; pRT) 
(32) 
Thus the corrected velocity can be found direct! y from th~ ratio of a 
standard cooling (Wright-Patterson Air Force Base) time to the 4ctual 
cooling time of the sphere. Probe III 
D = 3.05 cm 
constant = 1615 
Bl = 0.286 
V2 v. 
PI T 2 [C 1615 - O. 286 tC2 ) tcl 11. 82 
= J 1 P2 T 1 1615 - 0.286 tel t 
c2 
(33) 
EE 
(30) 
Probe 'Z 
D = Z. 87 em 
constant = lll3 
B = 0.331 
1 
[ ( 1113 - O. 331 teZ ) tel 
1113 - O. 331 t <=1 t eZ J (34) 
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APPENDIX IV 
CORRECTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
The varioua test. were run with slight variations in the 
following variable.: 
Chamber air temperature, T 4 
Ventilating air inlet temperature, TVI 
Surface temperature of manikin, T I 
It i. necessary, or at least desirable, to reduce the experimental results 
to common values of the chamber air temperature, the ventilating air 
inlet temperature, and the mani\cin surface temperature. These common 
values were taken as: 
T 4 = 4.5 C 
TVI = 12. ac 
TI = 35 C 
The correction technique involves evaluating the heat transfer coefficients 
shown in Figure 36 and equations 36 -37 from the experbnei'ltal data and 
then, using these values, recalculating the heat generation rate under the 
above specified values of T 4 , TVI' and TI . 
Qz 
I 
1 UZAZ Q
I hlAI t I ~ AW; Q3 .. • .a~ ""*- • • • ~ • 
Tl TV T Z T 3 T4 
Figure 36. Thermal Network for Correctioli of Experimental Data 
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°1 
= 0z + 03 (35) 
{ TVZ+TVl ]} 
°1 
= hi Al T 1-[ Z (36) 
TVZ + TVI . r 
- T 4] °1 
= in C p [TVZ - T VI ] + Uz AZ (37) ~ Z 
Calculation Procedure: 
I. Calculate (UZ A Z) from the experiInentai data using as rneasured 
01' T Vl, T VZ' T 4' m, C p from equation 37. 
Z. Calculate (hi AI) in the same way from equation 36. 
3. ~~ Az) and hi AI) depend essentially upon the Reynolds number 
can be considered invariant so long as the flow rates remain 
constant. Making these assumptions, and the additional 
assumptions TVl = IZ.8 C; T = 35 C; T 4 = 4. 5 C, calculate 
T VZ for the corrected conditioA from equations 36 and 37 . 
4. Calculate Q I from equation 37 for T 4 = 4. 5 C. 
Scunple Calculation - Gemini Test '25 
-
Experimental Data 
Uz A Z 
= 
Q I = Z39. 5 watts, T 4 = 4. 7 C, T V2 = 21 C. 
T 1 = 35.1, mC p 
watts 
= 5.33 ---
2 (239. 5 - 5. 33 (21 - lZ. 8» 
21 + lZ. 8 - 2 (4. 7) 
2 (239. 5) 
2 (35.1) - [ 21 - lZ. 8 ] = 
C 
= 16 watts 
C 
watts 
13.1 C 
C'~2"rected Values T VZ = ZOo 7 C 
01 = Z39.8 watts 
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APPENDIX V 
CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER AND VENTnATING FLO'if 
The following aasumptions are made: 
1. The ventilating flow may be treated as if it were flow in a 
duct. 
z. One surface of the duct is at constant temperature, Tl' 
t.""e other surface is cooled. 
3. The ventilating flowrate, all Fbysical properties, and cl1e 
various heat transfer coefficients are constant. 
A schematic diagram of the duct system in shown in Figure 37. 
Manikin Surface 
L / 
.. • T V ----.... In, Ventilating 
Flow 
• T 4' Chamber .Air 
Figure 37. Model for Heat Transfer in a Duct 
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The diffe,.~ntial ~IIuation for TV is 
AZ hI (TI - ry) dAI - q>Z (AI) dAl = m Cp dTV (38) 
where AZ.' A I is assumed to be a constant. Defining e = T I - TV this 
equation Decornes 
+ = (39) 
H CPz is dp.fined to be °2 ' AZ anc is assumed to be constant this equation 
rna y be integrated to o6tain ~ 
(40) 
This equation may be used to determine hI since all the variables 
are either known (such as AI) or measured (such as 9z and ~). Under 
the experimental conditions of these tests the factor (hIAI)~ mC) is 
large, and it is a good approximation to neglect the exponential Pterms. 
H this i~ done, the relationship for hI becomes 
°z 
= 
Since QZ ~ °1 - Q" this may be written as 
a - Q 
1 Y 
= 
-
where 
'Tv 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
The difference in the value of h calculated by the two procedures is 
ind"icated below for the Gemini AUit, test IIZ5. 
0 1 = Z39. 5 watts, TVI - 12.8 C 
~ 
.1 1 = 35.1 C, TV2 :-: Zl C, T Y = 16.9 C 
inC = 5. 33 watts/ C, 
°v = inC p (TyZ - T Vl ) = 44 watts p 
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QZ = Z40 - 44 = 196 watt. 
T1-TV = 35.1 - 16.9 = 18. Z C 
T1-TVZ = 35.1 - ;Zl = 14.1 C 
(~) duct; = 196 x 18. Z :: 1. 06 
lhl ' arith. Z39 .. 5 14. 1 
(44) 
The convective coeHicient calculated from the flow in a duct approach 
would be 6.,. higher than that calculated using arithmetic mean v.llues. 
-A more detailed duct analyais could be performed (relieving the constant 
" .. aumption) but it i. felt that such an analysis is not warranted in 
dew of the complicated and unknown flow distribution in the suit. For 
gro •• heat balance purposes it is felt that heat transfer coefficients 
ba.ed on aritlunetic mean ten~peratures are as meaningful as those 
obtained from more detailed approaches. 
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APPENDIX VI 
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS MATRIX II 
In the Matrix II test it was desi~ed to have the chamber air temper-
ature equal to the temperature of the outside surface of the pressure suit. 
This was desirable in crder to minimize the convective heat transfer from 
the suit surface to the chamber air and to maximi~e the heat transfer by 
radiation. Under these conditions it would be possible to find the emissivity 
of the suit from the relation 
(45) 
These conditions were, imrossible to achieve since the surface 
temperature of the suit varied from one position to another. There was 
heat transfer due to convection and the above equation must be corrected 
for this effect. That is J , 
o ~ 
\' A- i 4 4 
03 = h3 A 3 L A3 (T3 -T4 ) - + €fJA.J[T 3 -T 5 ] (46) 
i=l 
To arrive at some value for the emissivity of the suit it was 
n~cessary to run two additional tests to establish the convei::tive heat trans-
fer coefficient from the suit surface to the chanlber air. The conditions of 
the test were the 3arne as the 1,f~trix II te~ts except: (1) the wall tempera-
ture w~s maintained as close to the average suit surface temperature as 
possible and the chamber air tem~Grature was held at a temperature less 
than the suit surface temperat:&re; (2) the wall tem.perature was then lowered 
to 4. 5 C and the air temp~.cature was held as close to the average suit 
surf.ace temperature ;>~d possible. 
From ~ne first part of the tests it was possibie to obtain a value of 
the conv~ccive heat transf~r coefficient. A value for em.issivity was assumed. 
Since the heat loss by radiation had been minimized, an error in this 
assumption would result in a very small overall error. The heat transferred 
by radiation was calculated from 
(47) 
This radiation loss was then subtracted from the total heat dissipated from 
the suit surface and a valu.e for the convective heat transfer coefficient was 
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calculated from 
(48) 
.-
The average value of the convective heat transfer coefficient calculated 
from the two extra teets \pall assumed to be constant throughout all the 
Matrix n tests aNi extra tests. A value of emissivity was calculated for 
'each tes~ using the -equation 
°1 -Q - Q V 3c 
= (49) 
Sample Calculations (Extra Test *uy 
A'.ume e = 0.45 
,RMiation Loss 4 4 Q = 
€ a A3 [T 3 - T 5 ] r 
· 570 [1:~ t T3 4 Q = ([ T7] -1) r 
Q . 4(r 530.8 J4 "\ 5.8 watts = .570 [5. 291J ,LsZ?). 1 - 1) = r 
Qy = mC (TY2 - Tv'!) = 14. 3 watts p . 
°1 - Experimental Input power - 90.8 watts 
h3A3 
°1 -Q y -_.Or 90. 8 - 14. 3 - 5. 8 = = \" Al . 2.12 ~ _ CT ., .. T )1 
A ... 4 
3 
= 32 .. 4 watta/C 
(Note: Ave.Lage 01 Extra Tests lA and 2A gives h3A3 = 34.8 watts/C) 
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From Extra Test Hin 
0.117 C 
Therefore 
03e = 34. 8 (. 117) = 4.1 watts 
= 89 7Z. 5 
• 
7 Z6 (5. OZl~ 4 [( 5 • Z )4 _ 1 ] 
50Z. 1 
€ = 0.434 
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The results of an experimental program to determine sensil:lle heat transfer effect~ 
~n the Gemini and Apollo pressure suits are reported. A cop~ef manikin maintained 
at a constant surface temperature was used an:! the overall average body surface 
heat flux and the regional heat flux distribution were measured. The environmental 
variables studied were ventilating air flowrate, velocity of the air moving over and 
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follOwing determinations were made: the heat transfer coefficient between the 
manikin surface and the ventilating air, the overall thermal conductance between the 
ventilating air and the air moving over the v",ts!de surface of the SUit, the thermal 
emissivity of the Gemini suit, and the convection coefficient between the outside 
surface of the Gemini suit and the air moving over the outside of the suit . These 
data may be used for heat balances I determination of temperatures, and ~~valuation 
of the insulation vcilue of the suit and outside air. The insulation value !r,r the air 
ambient to the Gemini suit was found to follow a relationship different from the 
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